
Overview and Intro to Ylopo



What we’ll cover in this session

How Ylopo Ads Work

How Ylopo nurtures leads

What agents see with new & revived leads

High level best practices on lead nurture

Resources to help you



Our Digital Marketing Credentials

Spend $10MM+ 
media annually on 

Social & PPC

Generate 2MM+ 
leads annually

3 Official Facebook 
Case Studies



Ylopo Social Marketing 
(The Big Idea)

Ylopo leverages the demographic targeting 
capabilities of Social Platforms like Facebook & 
Instagram to find buyers interested in specific 
types of properties and shows them real time 
homes on the market that they may be interested 
in directly on their Newsfeed.

We target the Right Person, with the Right 
Properties, and the Right Time



What Consumers See



What Consumers See



What Consumers See



 

Ylopo Lead Form



 

Ylopo Home Search Experience



 

Post Registration:

Dynamic Listing Alert 
(Within 15 Mins)



Post Registration: 

Dynamic Remarketing Ads



Post Registration: 

Dynamic Remarketing Ads



YLOPO.COM

Buyer Video 
Remarketing

Seller Video 
Remarketing

Sequenced Video Remarketing (“Agent TV”)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GsbPCcMYffhVcoTNVSPCTJrMk255gmET/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1noqliuoIrB7S-Y17rDkG0EwvtGL6X3ig/preview


Dynamic Pay Per Click Lead Generation



Automated 
neighborhood /
subdivisions 
campaigns



Based on your advertising locations, we 
automatically create ad groups for  EVERY 
”lower level” location (ex. Neighborhoods, 
subdivisions, school districts)

This strategy maximizes the LONG TAIL 
locations that are your potentially most 
profitable searches

We automatically turn on and off areas based 
on a minimum of 5 active listings

Automated 
neighborhood /
subdivisions campaigns



Automated 
neighborhood /
subdivisions campaigns

We leverage a proprietary 
system that modifies how 
much we bid for keywords at 
the zip code level.

Example: Someone searching 
for Beverley Hills Homes for 
sale vs someone looking in 
90210.

This methodology is 
predicted to increase 
conversion rates by 15-20%!



Dynamic Search Ads

We can update ads hourly 
with dynamic data about 
markets

True ad differentiation against 
competitors due to hyperlocal 
ads!

This methodology is 
predicted to increase 
conversion rates by 15-20%!



Create & Engage Partial 
Completion Leads

Two step registration 
process captures almost 
double “partial complete” 
leads with phone numbers

We reverse append name and 
email address with reverse 
lookup API’s

We use Raiya to 
automatically work partial 
leads until they become full 
registrations



YLOPO.COM

Post Registration: Automated ISA

Prospect
engages

New Lead 
Registers

AI starts adding 
value by 
recommending 
properties



YLOPO.COM

Example of a Lead Engaged by AI

Find out 
timeframe

Find out their 
location of 
interest



YLOPO.COM

Example of a Lead Engaged by AI

Gather budget 
requirements

Bed/bath 
preferences



YLOPO.COM

Example of a Lead Engaged by AI

Prospect
engages

Bed/Bath 
Requirement

Find out 
pre-qualification 
status



YLOPO.COM

Example of a Lead Engaged by AI

Find out if they 
are a 
homeowner

Commitment to 
another agent



YLOPO.COM

Example of a Lead Engaged by AI

Schedules an 
appointment for 
follow up

And add that 
appointment 
follow up as a 
“handraiser” 
alert!



In Summary: What Consumers See

Facebook or Google Ad that catches their attention

Registration form needed to continue searching

After registration they can search and view properties

The next time they open up their email OR their social media account, 
they will start seeing relevant homes sponsored by you (the agent).

Raiya, the your assistant reaches out to find out about 
their real estate interests



What Agent’s See



3 Ways we notify you of Priority Leads

We Text you We put a note in 
your CRM

We email you

1 2 3



New Lead Alert 
Example Note



YLOPO.COM

Priority Notification Text, Email & CRM Alerts



YLOPO.COM

Raiya Updates to Conversations are a note in your CRM



YLOPO.COM

Raiya Updates to Conversations are a note in your CRM



YLOPO.COM

Ylopo Stars



YLOPO.COM

CRM Example (New Lead converted by Raiya)



YLOPO.COM

CRM Example (Priority Lead & Adjust Stars)



YLOPO.COM

CRM Example (Seller Adjust Seller Alert)



In Summary: What Agents See

New lead alert as soon as lead arrives (details in notes)

Priority notifications when a significant action occurs

Raiya conversation notes & short link

Ability to browse history, engage w/ Raiya, edit listing 
alerts, create seller alerts, etc. in stars



Recommended Lead Nurture Cadence

 1st 10 Days - Call Daily, 
Call Often,  and Call at 

times convenient for the 
lead

Raiya Text at her 
Cadence

Your CRM should 
email the Ylopo Drip 

campaigns

1 2 3



Recommended Lead 
Nurture Cadence

After initial 10 Days and no Response
Only focus on leads that trigger Ypriority Tag, 
Handraiser Tag, and AI_Needs_Follow_Up tag

 



Recommended Lead 
Nurture Cadence

Look to speak to new leads and old leads that 
trigger alerts and triage them based on urgency 
(A,B,C , 30 Day, 90 Day, 180 Day, or 
Hot,Warm,Cold)

Remember: 95 “Failures” and 5 “Successes” has 
an incredible ROI and is a scalable business 
model.

 



Recommended Lead Nurture Cadence

Hot - Speak to weekly Warm- Speak to 
Every 21 Days

Cold - Speak to 
Every 45 Days

1 2 3

Unless one of these trigger an alert, then we call immediately



How to Work Alongside Raiya 
Premise: You know more about your market and the 
needs of a consumer than a computer.  

Leverage should be deciding factor of when to take over 
convo

If you’re free, take over the convo in stars.  
● Keep Persona of Raiya 
● Set appt for yourself and give your number you’ll          

be calling from

If you’re not free, let Raiya convert the lead
● Important!  Still text through Raiya/stars to set appt 

for yourself!



Opening Conversations - 
Don’t Overthink

Ask, “What did you like/dislike” about the homes you 
saw online?

Ask, “I was going through my files and didn’t see if 
you ever bought a home?”

Ask, “What would you want to change about where 
you live currently?”

Ask, “Do you have a friend or family member in the 
mortgage business?”
 



Objection Handling

Act like you care - Always validate the lead’s reason 
for not buying.

Act like they need you - Start teaching them

Always Close for an Appt.



https://calendly.com/ylopo-marketing/marketing-call


